2003 ford focus headlight

Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
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Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Ford recommends you take your Ford Focus to an
authorized service station any time you need to adjust the headlights. While a service station
uses optical-beam setting equipment to level your headlights, you can make minor adjustments
at home with the help of Torx tool head or an Allen wrench. Unload any extra cargo you don't
carry in your Ford Focus on a daily basis. Inflate the tires to the proper air pressure and
replicate any other normal conditions for your daily driving. Park the car with the emergency
brake dispensed on a level surface 5 to 10 feet away from a wall or garage door. Turn on your
headlights and locate the center of the trajectory path on the wall. Mark the center point for each
headlight on the wall with masking tape. Put your Ford Focus in reverse and back up to a
distance of 25 feet from the wall. Park the car, set your emergency break and turn off the engine.
Bounce the car gently to settle the suspension. Pop the hood and locate the headlight aim-turn
screws. Ford locates these on top of the headlight unit. If your model has a leveling motor for
the horizontal aim, you'll find it located on the surround trim. Use a Torx tool head or an Allen
wrench to turn the screws. Keep an eye on the marks and adjust until the trajectory hits the
mark. You want the low beam to be within a 2-inch variance and the high beam to center on the
mark. Adjust each headlight individually. This article was written by a professional writer, copy
edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers
only receive the best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more,
see our about us page: link below. Step 1 Unload any extra cargo you don't carry in your Ford
Focus on a daily basis. Step 2 Park the car with the emergency brake dispensed on a level
surface 5 to 10 feet away from a wall or garage door. Step 3 Put your Ford Focus in reverse and
back up to a distance of 25 feet from the wall. Step 4 Pop the hood and locate the headlight
aim-turn screws. Tips Some Ford Focus models use a headlight beam leveling system with a
gauge that adjusts the trajectory path. If your Ford Focus has one, set the gauge to "0. Masking
tape Torx tool head or Allen wrench. It only takes a minute to sign up. The problems started
when we found out that my car had no dim lights even though the bulbs and fuses seemed to be
perfectly fine, and so were my brights. So the mechanic somehow "jumped" my dim lights
through my brights and managed to get both working. We discovered a few days ago that my
passenger light was out, and upon looking at it found that the wiring shorted and actually
melted parts of my headlight assembly. The lights on the driver side dim and bright both still
work fine. From what I'm reading online it sounds like it could be an issue with a relay, but my
knowledge of cars is extremely basic. Could someone please tell me if this sounds like a relay
or if it is more likely to be something else? This might not be an answer but rather a suggestion.
I'll explain a few things since you say you have limited knowledge of vehicles. Jumping a circuit
is never something you should do. Dims and High beams are two different amperages. They
both run on 12v, but the actual amount of power is different. When you "Jump" a circuit and
combine them like that, you're not only mixing amperage, but you're also doubling the load of
that circuit. Eventually the wires, relays, or fuses will be overloaded and something is going to
break. If you're mechanic doesn't have a wiring diagram in front of him, he has no idea how the
circuit works and what he should be fixing. To me this sounds like you you have a short in the
circuit somewhere. The easiest way you could track this down would be to get a multimeter and
test for continuity between the lights and steering column. You'll have to then find out WHAT
exactly is causing the issue. Those relays aren't cheap and unless you have a good deal of
electrical knowledge they're difficult to test. If you want to be adventerous you can try and track
it down yourself. Lots of hardware stores sell test lights and multimeters as well. This is really
quite straightforward. Somewhere along that run of wire, it shorted to ground touched the frame
likely, assuming your ground wire isn't also burnt. Bypassing a wire isn't necessarily a bad last
resort. However, it should involve running a new length of [appropriate gauge] wire from the
fuse box, through the firewall, to the headlight. In that manner, you're not overloading some

other circuit. Take it to a mechanic and have them sort it out if you're not handy with electrical
work. The original problem pre-wire jump will have to be resolved and reconnected or the
jumping wire run replaced correctly. I'm surprised the fuse didn't blow, if there was enough
power going through the cables to melt it. It sounds like the issue is caused by too much
current to pass through the cable, above the rated current, overloading the circuit and melting
the insulation. Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the
top. Issues with Ford Focus headlights Ask Question. Asked 4 years, 9 months ago. Active 4
years, 5 months ago. Viewed 3k times. Improve this question. DucatiKiller Val Val 31 1 1 silver
badge 2 2 bronze badges. Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. Good luck. Improve this
answer. Remove the relay Give the relay a small shake. It should feel and sound solid with
nothing rattling inside. The coil is what produces the magnetic field that physically brings
contact between the switched pins. Kevin Evans Kevin Evans 1, 4 4 gold badges 11 11 silver
badges 32 32 bronze badges. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook.
Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown.
Featured on Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new
Stacks editor. Related 4. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. Headlight relays are circuits
that help provide power to your headlight system. If your headlights are not working, you may
have a faulty relay. Removing a relay is simple once you locate it. The Ford Focus has several
headlight relays; each powers a specific headlight beam. Determine which relay you need to
remove or replace. Your Focus uses four relays two for high-beam and low-beam, two for each
side. Turn on your headlights and determine which one is faulty. Locate the correct headlight
relay. The headlight relays are in your engine bay fuse box. Relay 16 powers your driver's side
low-beam; relay 26 powers your driver's side high-beam. Relay 17 powers your passenger side
low-beam; relay 27 powers your passenger side high-beam. Remove the plastic fuse box cover
and use the numbered diagram to locate the relay. Remove the headlight relay. Grasp it firmly
and pull straight up to remove it. To replace the relay, or install a new one, push it straight down
until it "snaps" into place. Replace the plastic cover when you are finished. Leonardo R.
Grabkowski has been writing professionally for more than four years. Grabkowski attended
college in Oregon. He builds websites on the side and has a slight obsession with Drupal,
Joomla and Wordpress. Step 1 Determine which relay you need to remove or replace. Step 2
Locate the correct headlight relay. If you determine the relay isn't the problem, try replacing the
headlight bulb; if that doesn't help, you may have a wiring problem. Wear gloves when
removing a relay, for extra grip. Shut the engine off before removing a relay or working under
your hood. Headlight Size. Select year Sometimes, aftermarket headlights may not perform or fit
as they should. This happens if their original design and equipment specifications do not
correspond to those of the original equipment manufacturer OEM. Designers and engineers
from car manufacturing companies work to ensure that all parts follow certain specifications
that dictate how parts should function, fit, and appear. As such, OEMs must adhere to the
requirements and produce parts with consistent quality. Aftermarket manufacturers do not
receive such instructions. They usually copy how OEM parts look like. Slight differences may
arise in their appearance and fitment. In addition, in a race to cut production costs, headlights
produced may not be as functional or durable. The same case may apply for interior light bulbs.
Appearance may not be such an important factor here. Buyers will notice the difference only
when they encounter a problem. It contains all the information you need about the required bulb
sizes. Light bulb replacement guides usu
mercury marine service manual
wrangler owners manual
avenger interior
ally contain catalogued information covering the requirements and procedures to follow when
you need to change a broken headlight bulb, replace existing light bulbs, or install new HID
headlights and LED light bulbs. They save time and ensure that you do not waste countless
hours figuring out what to do. The information, however, is only available for reference
purposes. The Ford Focus is a compact car that offers excellent agility and accuracy. The Focus
stands out with its horsepower, 2. On the outside, it combines its handsome and streamlined
look with a functional interior. This is especially if your headlamps suddenly burn out. These
ensure that you never have to drive in the dark or suffer under tough weather. Consultant in the
area of automotive lighting solutions. The easiest way is to consult the manual. But if this is not
an option, check out our chart. You should find the year of manufacture of your model to check
out the factory bulbs. Terms and Conditions - Privacy Policy.

